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AI in Healthcare: The Promise of Enabling Automation at 
Unprecedented Scales and Complexity

§ Building computational models for complex biological systems is
extremely challenging – for example, disease evolution.

§ Big strides in adopting AI within
clinical workflows:
§ Automate monotonous tasks.
§ Digest heterogeneous data to

make new hypotheses for
improving patient care.

§ Assist in clinical diagnosis.



The Unreal Effectiveness of Deep Learning and No Free 
Lunch



What is Different about Applying Machine Learning to 
Clinical Diagnosis?

§ Problems in clinical diagnosis are under-constrained – Complex,
dynamic and non-stationary relationships.

§ Heterogeneous, contain rare phenomena, “correctness” vs “size”.

§ Challenging to translate expert’s experience into usable priors.

§ Require uncertainty quantification and interpretability to
safeguard against learning non-generalizable concepts.

§ Imperative to achieve robustness to domain shifts.



Robustness  of Clinical Models under Domain Shifts

§ Why is this important?
§ Overly optimistic performance estimates based on observed

data can be counter-productive in practice.
§ Models that do not generalize well across systematic

variations are prone to capturing spurious patterns.

Current Practice of Performance Evaluation Does Not Attempt to 
Analyze Models in terms of Domain Generalization



The Concept of Domain Shift Appears in All Data-Driven 
Inferencing Problems



The Focus of Our Study…

§ We consider the problem of Phenotyping from Electronic Health
Records (EHR)

§ Data: MIMIC-III benchmark with 76 measurements and 25
different disease conditions

§ Model: Residue Networks with 1D-convolutions

Time-varying measurements

Multi-label Output 
Space

Semantics of this space 
varies conditionally w.r.t. 

the input data



By Design, Domain Generalization is More Challenging in 
Clinical Diagnosis

§ A systematic change in the distribution of measurements can
lead to arbitrarily large shifts in the task characteristics.

Train 
Environment

Test 
Environment

Bias in age distribution

Task: Detect presence of a desired set of conditions

Condition A occurs when measurement X 
is very large  

Condition A occurs when measurement X 
is large and condition B also occurs



“Disease Landscapes” to Model Relationships in Output 
Space

§ Identify latent factors that maximally describe the total
correlation between different disease conditions

Marginal Entropy

Each output is a random variable

Goal: Minimize



“Disease Landscapes” to Model Relationships in Output 
Space

Landscape of conditions for the MIMIC-III Benchmark Dataset

Optimization carried out using Information Sieve [1]



Characterizing Models Under Domain Shifts – Identifying 
Pain Points in Generalization

§ Critical to formalize this behavior for making ML models useful in
(not-so-controlled) test settings

Step 1: Define domain shifts 

a. Directly controlled by input attributes
b. Induced by changes in output semantics

Step 2: Create Source and Target Sets

Each case is a binary classification task of 
detecting presence of a set of conditions

Step 3: Quantify Robustness

Evaluate target performance under 
these shifts



For a given biased source set, choose a latent cluster as positive class 

In target set, the positive class is extended to include new diseases 
strongly correlated to the source conditions



For a given biased source set, choose organ-specific abnormalities as 
positive class 

In target set, the positive class is modified to include additional 
abnormalities (from other organs or variants of source conditions)



Data discrepancies either due to acquisition limitations or uncertainties in 
diagnosis

Source and target sets are reused from the Label Distribution Shifts
scenarios



Key Observations

§ Deep clinical models are robust to measurement discrepancies.
§ Using markers learned for detecting certain organ-specific

abnormalities are descriptive enough to generalize to other
abnormalities.

§ Learned markers do no generalize from patients presenting
individual conditions to those with combinations.

§ Population biases are the most challenging to handle!
§ It is not just a domain-shift anymore; it is in fact a task shift



Our study reveals population-specific relationships in the 
output space that we typically ignore to analyze

Going beyond conventional domain generalization 
Need to ask different questions in healthcare! 



How Do We Go Forward?

§ Even sophisticated domain adaptation strategies fail in this case.
§ We experimented with domain adversarial learning-based

adaptation techniques with no apparent improvements.

§ Revisiting the problem formulation

§ Need to design adaptation techniques that can handle domain
and task shifts jointly.



Questions?


